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As Curry Corner crumbles around owner Saras Rao — in the sense ofAs Curry Corner crumbles around owner Saras Rao — in the sense of

architectural leprosy, not incompetence — lunch has turned into aarchitectural leprosy, not incompetence — lunch has turned into a

monthlong wake. The East Bay Express and the Pioneer, the Cal State Eastmonthlong wake. The East Bay Express and the Pioneer, the Cal State East

Bay student newspaper, have both reported that Rao’s Fiji Indian restaurantBay student newspaper, have both reported that Rao’s Fiji Indian restaurant

is closing at the end of November after 16 years in business. Hundreds ofis closing at the end of November after 16 years in business. Hundreds of

friends and customers are filing in to pay their respects.friends and customers are filing in to pay their respects.

“I’ve heard the news,” one woman greets Rao, after a quick “Hey, girl!” hug“I’ve heard the news,” one woman greets Rao, after a quick “Hey, girl!” hug

that forms a lean-to over the counter. Another man, an anthropologythat forms a lean-to over the counter. Another man, an anthropology

professor at Cal State, pays Rao too much money for lunch — far beyond theprofessor at Cal State, pays Rao too much money for lunch — far beyond the

normal $8 a packed Styrofoam container costs — and glares her protestsnormal $8 a packed Styrofoam container costs — and glares her protests

silent.silent.

Saras Rao, chef and owner of Curry Corner on Thursday, November ,  in Hayward, Calif.Saras Rao, chef and owner of Curry Corner on Thursday, November ,  in Hayward, Calif.
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Rao, whose expressions eddy around her cheekbones, registers the pleasureRao, whose expressions eddy around her cheekbones, registers the pleasure

of these visits in her eyes alone, and her jostling around the kitchen rarelyof these visits in her eyes alone, and her jostling around the kitchen rarely

stops. She hands one customer two lunches, the second for him to store instops. She hands one customer two lunches, the second for him to store in

the fridge, and he tells her he’s coming back on Friday for fish.the fridge, and he tells her he’s coming back on Friday for fish.

Rao has summoned me to Curry Corner, too, for the wake, asking her mostRao has summoned me to Curry Corner, too, for the wake, asking her most

devoted customer to track me down some 12 years and three jobs after Idevoted customer to track me down some 12 years and three jobs after I

reviewed her Hayward restaurant for the East Bay Express. We have notreviewed her Hayward restaurant for the East Bay Express. We have not

seen each other in a dozen years, but she remembers what she cooked forseen each other in a dozen years, but she remembers what she cooked for

me all those years ago. So do I. Rao notices that I have lost weight. I noticeme all those years ago. So do I. Rao notices that I have lost weight. I notice

the “Coming Soon!” sign, with a rendering of a blocky condo building,the “Coming Soon!” sign, with a rendering of a blocky condo building,

planted in her parking lot.planted in her parking lot.

Twelve years ago, the same strip mall was a busy hub for Hayward’s FijiTwelve years ago, the same strip mall was a busy hub for Hayward’s Fiji

Indian community, which emigrated in the late 1980s after a series ofIndian community, which emigrated in the late 1980s after a series of

political coups in their home country. Yet, even before the “Coming Soon”political coups in their home country. Yet, even before the “Coming Soon”

sign appeared, Rao tells me, the owner of the building disappeared. He keptsign appeared, Rao tells me, the owner of the building disappeared. He kept

cashing Curry Corner’s rent checks but stopped making repairs five yearscashing Curry Corner’s rent checks but stopped making repairs five years

ago. Most of Rao’s neighbors gave up long before her. Fiji Snacks n Sweetsago. Most of Rao’s neighbors gave up long before her. Fiji Snacks n Sweets

closed. Blaze Hookah Lounge left. Most of the surrounding storefronts areclosed. Blaze Hookah Lounge left. Most of the surrounding storefronts are

now boarded up.now boarded up.
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Grati and boarded up windows cover most of the decaying strip mall where Curry Corner is located on Thursday, November ,Grati and boarded up windows cover most of the decaying strip mall where Curry Corner is located on Thursday, November ,
 in Hayward, Calif. in Hayward, Calif.
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A few months ago, Rao finally decided she was tired of paying for pestA few months ago, Rao finally decided she was tired of paying for pest

removal and fixing the plumbing after the squatters who camp out in theremoval and fixing the plumbing after the squatters who camp out in the

complex stole the copper pipes. “I have fought so many hard fights, and woncomplex stole the copper pipes. “I have fought so many hard fights, and won

every one,” she says. “Until this.”every one,” she says. “Until this.”

Yet exhaustion or bitterness don’t color her words. There are still customersYet exhaustion or bitterness don’t color her words. There are still customers

to feed.to feed.

Rao says that, growing up, there were few things for young girls to do but goRao says that, growing up, there were few things for young girls to do but go

to school, attend church and cook. The Fiji Indian community makes up ato school, attend church and cook. The Fiji Indian community makes up a

third of the population of the nation. The British had brought hundreds ofthird of the population of the nation. The British had brought hundreds of

thousands of Indian workers to Fiji’s sugarcane fields at the end of the 19ththousands of Indian workers to Fiji’s sugarcane fields at the end of the 19th

century, where they were stranded once their term of indenture ended.century, where they were stranded once their term of indenture ended.

During the 1987 troubles, instigated by an indigenous Fijian cadre hostile toDuring the 1987 troubles, instigated by an indigenous Fijian cadre hostile to

ethnic Asians, Rao and her three children came to stay with relatives in Sanethnic Asians, Rao and her three children came to stay with relatives in San

Francisco, first temporarily and then for good. She became a certifiedFrancisco, first temporarily and then for good. She became a certified

nursing assistant, but cooking was the hobby that brought her the mostnursing assistant, but cooking was the hobby that brought her the most

pleasure, the most confidence. When she sewed or gardened, she alwayspleasure, the most confidence. When she sewed or gardened, she always

questioned every step. “That was one thing that I did without anyquestioned every step. “That was one thing that I did without any

hesitation,” she says. “I always had this instinct that this recipe will turn outhesitation,” she says. “I always had this instinct that this recipe will turn out

fabulous.”fabulous.”

Rao’s daughter Kivita found her the Hayward strip mall space and helpedRao’s daughter Kivita found her the Hayward strip mall space and helped
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Rao s daughter Kivita found her the Hayward strip mall space and helpedRao s daughter Kivita found her the Hayward strip mall space and helped

her buy just enough equipment to get started. Originally, her plan was toher buy just enough equipment to get started. Originally, her plan was to

cook meals for busy families. But then locals showed up for lunch.cook meals for busy families. But then locals showed up for lunch.

I have never eaten at a restaurant quite like Curry Corner. In fact, it’s moreI have never eaten at a restaurant quite like Curry Corner. In fact, it’s more

of a way-stop, no bigger than a master bedroom, with two rickety tables andof a way-stop, no bigger than a master bedroom, with two rickety tables and

not that many more chairs, and mustard-hued walls dulled by 17 years ofnot that many more chairs, and mustard-hued walls dulled by 17 years of

cooking fumes. Rao arrives at work at 7 in the morning to start cooking —cooking fumes. Rao arrives at work at 7 in the morning to start cooking —

everything chopped and minced that day, every ingredient fresh. By theeverything chopped and minced that day, every ingredient fresh. By the

time customers arrive for lunch at noon, the rice cooker is full and five or sixtime customers arrive for lunch at noon, the rice cooker is full and five or six

scarred pots are kept warm on the stove.scarred pots are kept warm on the stove.

Rao spoons a little pork from one, a little cauliflower from another, adds aRao spoons a little pork from one, a little cauliflower from another, adds a

little apple relish. Maybe it’s time to fry up some fish, she decides midwaylittle apple relish. Maybe it’s time to fry up some fish, she decides midway

through lunch, and soon she’s dragging snapper fillets through a marinadethrough lunch, and soon she’s dragging snapper fillets through a marinade

and slipping them into a skillet of hot oil, fish and fingers rimed with redand slipping them into a skillet of hot oil, fish and fingers rimed with red

spices.spices.

I ask Rao to define what makes her food Fiji Indian, as opposed to any of theI ask Rao to define what makes her food Fiji Indian, as opposed to any of the

regions of South Asia where the community’s ancestors came from. Sheregions of South Asia where the community’s ancestors came from. She

uses fewer spices in each dish, she says, but makes sure to vary the masalasuses fewer spices in each dish, she says, but makes sure to vary the masalas

so no one flavor dominates. Turmeric-yellow cauliflower with coconut andso no one flavor dominates. Turmeric-yellow cauliflower with coconut and

herbs. Chunks of sweet-tart apple coated in chiles. Chicken in a creamyherbs. Chunks of sweet-tart apple coated in chiles. Chicken in a creamy

tomato-reddened gravy aromatic with cardamom. Each dish, in itself, istomato-reddened gravy aromatic with cardamom. Each dish, in itself, is

modest yet resonant with flavor. Rao has the touch.modest yet resonant with flavor. Rao has the touch.

A lunch plate from Curry Corner is a reminder of how the food at mostA lunch plate from Curry Corner is a reminder of how the food at most

restaurants is composed as much as it is cooked, the work of 10 or 20 hands.restaurants is composed as much as it is cooked, the work of 10 or 20 hands.

Rao is the only one who touches your food. “Sometimes I feel a littleRao is the only one who touches your food. “Sometimes I feel a little

selfish,” she says. “Even if friends come to help me, I make sure they don’tselfish,” she says. “Even if friends come to help me, I make sure they don’t

come to the other side of the counter.” Rao’s regulars are not devoted tocome to the other side of the counter.” Rao’s regulars are not devoted to

Curry Corner. They’re devoted to her.Curry Corner. They’re devoted to her.

That includes Carolyn Chun, who issued my summons. A librarian at CalThat includes Carolyn Chun, who issued my summons. A librarian at Cal

State East Bay, Chun is as much a fixture at Curry Corner as Rao. “CarolynState East Bay, Chun is as much a fixture at Curry Corner as Rao. “Carolyn

was my very first customer!” Rao says several times as the three of us talk inwas my very first customer!” Rao says several times as the three of us talk in

Saras Rao, chef and owner of Curry Corner, prepares take away dishes for a customer Phil Hendricks on Thursday,Saras Rao, chef and owner of Curry Corner, prepares take away dishes for a customer Phil Hendricks on Thursday,
November ,  in Hayward, Calif.November ,  in Hayward, Calif.
Amy Osborne/Special To The ChronicleAmy Osborne/Special To The Chronicle
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was my very first customer!  Rao says several times as the three of us talk inwas my very first customer!  Rao says several times as the three of us talk in

the lulls between customers. “She comes every day. Sometimes she eventhe lulls between customers. “She comes every day. Sometimes she even

comes on Monday when she forgets I am closed!” Each time Rao makes thecomes on Monday when she forgets I am closed!” Each time Rao makes the

joke, Chun gives a small smile. The threadbare joke drapes across themjoke, Chun gives a small smile. The threadbare joke drapes across them

comfortably.comfortably.

Chun is like family, Rao says. She knows Rao’s children, has met theChun is like family, Rao says. She knows Rao’s children, has met the

granddaughters whose photos hang over her cooking station. The two admitgranddaughters whose photos hang over her cooking station. The two admit

separately, and almost shyly, that they’re going to miss each other.separately, and almost shyly, that they’re going to miss each other.

Other regulars have repaired the plumbing for Rao; a few are police officersOther regulars have repaired the plumbing for Rao; a few are police officers

who swing by to roust squatters or examine the damage they’ve caused.who swing by to roust squatters or examine the damage they’ve caused.

Customers have kept her from feeling isolated as the neighboringCustomers have kept her from feeling isolated as the neighboring

businesses fled.businesses fled.

Rao’s daughter recently put up a handwritten sign at the back of the room,Rao’s daughter recently put up a handwritten sign at the back of the room,

advertising the Facebook page she has set up for all the regulars:advertising the Facebook page she has set up for all the regulars:

www.facebook.com/currycornerrockswww.facebook.com/currycornerrocks. Kivita has also given her mother a. Kivita has also given her mother a

spiral-bound notebook that sits on the counter. It already contains a columnspiral-bound notebook that sits on the counter. It already contains a column

of carefully printed email addresses.of carefully printed email addresses.

More by Jonathan KaumanMore by Jonathan Kauman

One young customer, probably a student at Cal State, tries to joke with RaoOne young customer, probably a student at Cal State, tries to joke with Rao

as he adds his own. “Saras, are you going to go traveling?”as he adds his own. “Saras, are you going to go traveling?”

“Darling, I’ve already traveled three times this year,” she says, then crinkles“Darling, I’ve already traveled three times this year,” she says, then crinkles

her eyes at him.her eyes at him.

After she summons the regulars for one last meal of crab curry, she’s goingAfter she summons the regulars for one last meal of crab curry, she’s going

to take two months off. Rao is about to turn 65, and she already lives in ato take two months off. Rao is about to turn 65, and she already lives in a

senior housing community. She has no interest in moving Curry Corner. Asenior housing community. She has no interest in moving Curry Corner. A

new lease would cost so much more, plus the cost of new equipment. Currynew lease would cost so much more, plus the cost of new equipment. Curry

Corner was just the right size for her. “If I stayed in the same spot I couldCorner was just the right size for her. “If I stayed in the same spot I could

have easily done it for another five years,” she says.have easily done it for another five years,” she says.

She hands over a slim blue flyer for the cooking classes she already teaches,She hands over a slim blue flyer for the cooking classes she already teaches,

and talks of finishing the cookbook of Fiji Indian recipes, prepared just asand talks of finishing the cookbook of Fiji Indian recipes, prepared just as

her grandmothers did, that she’s been drafting for her children. Yet it’s hardher grandmothers did, that she’s been drafting for her children. Yet it’s hard

not to daydream of a new space — not much bigger, she hazards, but with anot to daydream of a new space — not much bigger, she hazards, but with a

few tables out front. She doesn’t want to lose contact with her friends. Nowfew tables out front. She doesn’t want to lose contact with her friends. Now

she has this book of email addresses. Just in case.she has this book of email addresses. Just in case.

Curry Corner, 26657 Mission Blvd., Hayward; (510) 581-4003. Open noon to 6Curry Corner, 26657 Mission Blvd., Hayward; (510) 581-4003. Open noon to 6

p.m. p.m. Tue.-SatTue.-Sat..
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Jonathan Kauman has been writing about food for The Chronicle since the spring of . HeJonathan Kauman has been writing about food for The Chronicle since the spring of . He
focuses on the intersection of food and culture - whether that be proling chefs, tracking new trendsfocuses on the intersection of food and culture - whether that be proling chefs, tracking new trends
in nonwestern cuisines, or examining the impact of technology on the way we eat.in nonwestern cuisines, or examining the impact of technology on the way we eat.

After cooking for a number of years in Minnesota and San Francisco, Kauman left the kitchen toAfter cooking for a number of years in Minnesota and San Francisco, Kauman left the kitchen to
become a journalist. He reviewed restaurants for  years in the Bay Area and Seattle (East Baybecome a journalist. He reviewed restaurants for  years in the Bay Area and Seattle (East Bay
Express, Seattle Weekly, SF Weekly) before abandoning criticism in order to tell the stories behindExpress, Seattle Weekly, SF Weekly) before abandoning criticism in order to tell the stories behind
the food. His rst book, "Hippie Food: How Back-to-the-Landers, Longhairs and Revolutionariesthe food. His rst book, "Hippie Food: How Back-to-the-Landers, Longhairs and Revolutionaries
Changed the Way We Eat," was published in .Changed the Way We Eat," was published in .
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